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8. Co ntro.NDng the distñbution
of tree Uterature
(ction 945 & schedule 3A)

8 1 The distribution of tree hterature can
bright public spaces if leaflets and other
printed materials are subsequently
dropped as htter. Secton 94B of and
Schedule BA to, the Environmental
Protection Act 1990, as inserted by the
Clean Neghbourhoods and Environment
Act 2005, give principal litter authorities
powers to control such distributons.
The regime allows local authorities to
designate, by order, areas of their
own land or highways, in which the
distribution of free literature is permitted
only with their consent, and anyone
dstributing free literature in such an area
without consent commits an offence,
punshabIe by a fine of up to level 4
(currently £2,500) on the standard scale
or a fixed penalty notice It is also an
offence to commission or pay for the
distrbution of free printed matter in a
designated area without the necessary
consent Land can only be designated if

the principal litter authority is satisfied
that the dscardng of free literature is
causing its defacement.

8.2 Distributors and organisers who
commission them will need to be aware
that they may need to obtain consent
from more than one principal litter
authority if the proposed distributon will
take place in a number of areas or cut
across authority boundaries. Principal
litter authorities should make it clear
to applicants that they can only give
consent for land which they have
designated, and should advise applicants
to check other authority designation
orders and seek consent where necessary
It is recommended that any individual
guidance prepared by principal litter
authorites on Schedule 3A explains this,
and includes name and contact details
of the relevant departments of
neighbouring authorities.

8.3 As with other provisions in Part 4 of
the Environmental Protection Act 1990,
principal litter authorities are encouraged
to work with retaIers and businesses to
minmise the problems associated with
the dstrihution of free literature before
imposing restrictions.
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For example, some advertising companies

have codes of conduct to minimise the

amount of free literature that is discarded

and ends up accumulating as litter in the

local environment. Principal litter authorities

may wish to endorse these codes and
encourage others to adopt them or

establish a voluntary scheme with

advertisers before seekng to designate

an area Detailed guidance on the use

of the legislation, including the granting

of consent and imposition of conditions

is given below

84 Paragraph 1 of schedule 3A creates

the offence of unauthorised distribution

of free printed matter.

8.5 Sub-paragraph (1) states that for

the offence to be committed

• The land on which the matter is

ds:ributed must he desgnated under

paraqraph 2;

• The person distributing the matter must

•now that the land is designated

8 6 To ensure that the second condition

is met, principal litter authorities will
need to ensure that they adequately

publicise details of land in their area

which has been designated. This should

be undertaken by means of on-site
signage wherever it is practicable to
do so. Princpal litter authorities should

also consider publicising by other means,

for example, websites, leaflets, local

publications and direct contact with

businesses and d!stributors in the area.

8 7 Sub—paragraph (2) states that an
offence is committed if someone causes
another person to distribute free printed
matter in a designated area without

consent. The person commissioning the
actual distributor therefore also commits

an offence In this case there is no
requirement for tile person concerned to

know that the land is desgnated, those

organising the distribution of free printed

matter are exoected to nform themselves

of the exstence of designated areas
However, under sub-paragraph (3)
someone organising such a distihution

is rot guilty f he car show that he took

‘reasonable steps to ensure that the
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distribution did not occur on any land
designated under this Schedule. To
beneft from this defence, an organiser
would need to be able to demonstrate
that he had taken steps, through, for
example, written instructions, to ensure
that the distributors of the printed
matter were aware of the locaton of
any designated land and that they should
not distribute the matter on that land.

8.8 Sub-paragraph (4) creates a specific
exemption from the provisions of the
Schedule where the distribution is for
poitical, charitable or rehgious purposes,
so as not to inhibit the right to freedom
of expression and freedom of thought,
conscience and religion enshrined in the
European Convention of Human Rights
and the Human Rights Act 1998.
There is no definition of these terms in
the legislaton, and interpretation of
them is a matter for the courts, and
European case law has seen these terms
interpreted widely In all other cases, the
legislation allows for justifiable controls.
However, the decisions of local authorities
to designate land and to give or refuse
consent must still be compatible with

Article 10 of the European Conventon
of Human Rights

8.9 Sub-paragraph (6) defines the
term distribute as covering the giving
out of free printed matter, and offering
it or making it available to the public.
It therefore catches material that is given
out by hand or by means of placing
newspapers. leaflets etc. in a stand on
designated land. Matter placed on or
affixed to vehicles is included withn the
defintion, but the offence does not
extend to material put inside a building
or letterbox. By virtue of sub-paragraph
(7) the provisions do not extend to the
dstribution of printed matter inside a
public service vehicle such as a bus, as
defined in Part 1 of the Public Passenger
Vehicles Act 1981. However, the
provisions will still apply to material
distributed to the public from a vehicle
on to designated land, whether it is
stationary or in motion.
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8 10 Free newspapers are captured by

the provisions to the same extent as any

other type of free printed matter such as
leaflets, pamphlets and stickers Wl-ie:he

or not their dsthbution is exempt under
sub-Daragraph (4) will depend on their

content. Free newspapers posted through

letter-boxes, placed inside buildings, or
dstributed insde a public service vehicle

will not fall under the controls in

accordance with sub-paragraphs (6) and
(7). Promotional supplements and fliers

contained vvithin newspapers should not
be regarded as ‘free’ if they are part of

a paid-for package.

Designation

8.11 Paragraph 2 authorises a princpal

litter authority (other than a county
council in an area where there s a district

council) to designate an area in which
the dlstrbut!on of fee printed matter

is to be controlled ana sets out toe
procedures that are to be followed.

8.12 Under sub-paragraph (2) land
that is designated must be either relevant
land of the authority or all or part of any
relevant highway for which the authority
is responsible, or both. For definitions of

relevant land and ‘relevant highway’

see s 86 of the 1 990 Act (in guidance on
secnon 89 above). Restrictions cannot
therefore be imposed in relation to
orivate land or prem ses

8 13 Under sub-paragraph (3) a
principal Itter authority can only
designate land if t is satsfied that it
is being defaced by the discarding of
free printed matter which has been

distributed there. As in section 92(1),
whether or not land is defaced is a
matter of fact, but the impact of the
defacement wdl depend on a number
of factors, such as the condition of the
site and impact on the surrounding area
it is therefore unlike[y that a designation

order for a whole local authority or c!ty
will be appropriate as designations will
relate to a po:n: source or sources from
which the materials are being distributed

and the area around it that is affected
by l’tter
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Authorites are adv!sed to gather evidence
of the defacement, for example, by taking
photos or carrying out litter surveys, in
support of any proposal to designate.

8.14 Sub-paragraphs (4) to (7) set
out the procedures for designation.
These are summarised below.

Step 1: NolJicati. of proposal
•

8.15 The authority must issue a notice
setting out its proposal. This must be:

• published in at least one newspaper
circulating in the locality; and

• posted directly on the land.

Principal litter authorities are also advsed
to publish the notice on the internet via
their individual websites.

8.16 The notice must contain:

• details of the land that the principal
litter authority proposes to designate.
It may be useful for the notice to
include a map showing the boundary
of the area,

• the date that the proposal will come
into force. This must be at least 28 days
from the date the notice is issued;

• how and for how long objections to
the proposal may be made. At least 14
days from the date of the notice must
be aIlowed for objections.

Step 2: C
oH’

8.17 Principal litter authorities are
required to take account of all objections
they receive. Proper consideration should
be given to each objection, and if it is
decided to reject it, the reasons should
be recorded; this could be crucial if the
decision to go ahead with a proposal and
to reject objections to it is challenged
legally It is good practice to write to all
objectors whose objectons have been
rejected explaining the reasons for the
authoritys decision.

,‘
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8.18 If a principal litter authority

decides to go ahead with an order,

it must issue a notice announcing

its decision. This must be:

• published in at least one newspaper

circulating in the locality; and

• posted directly on the land.

Authorities are also advised to publish

the notice on the internet via their
individual websites.

8.19 The notice must give the date

that the order will come into force.
This must be at least 14 days from the

date the r:ot’ce is issued.

8.20 Sub-paragraph 2(8) allows a
orincipal litter authority to revoke an

order at any time By sub-paragraph 2(9),
notice of the revocation must be:

• published in at least one newspaper
crculating in the .ocal!ty; and

• posted drectly on the land

Authorities are also advised to publish
the no:ce on the internet via their
individual websites.

821 Paragraph 3 sets out the rules

for issuing consents to distribute tree

printed matter in an area subject to a
designation order

8.22 Under sub-paragraph (1) anyone
wishing to distribute free literature in

a designated area must apply to the

principal litter authority for consent to
do so. Consent may be given by the

authority to the person applying or to
any other person. The consent may be
for named individuals or by description.

An example of the latter would be to all
the employees of a particular company.

Where the applcant w:shes to use a
variety of d s:nbutors, such as independent

contractors, self-employed distributors
and their agents or employees, the

authority should ensure the appicant
is aware of their responsibilities for
ensuring the consent is complied w,:h,

in grantng authorisation. Autborties
should agree a reasonable tmescale
for responthng to applcations, and

applicants should be advised of this.
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8.23 Sub-paragraph (2) allows the
principal litter authority to place
limitations on the consent:

• by reference to the material that may
be distributed,

• by reference to a partcular period,
or particular times or dates;

• by reference to any part of the
designated land;

• to a particular distribution.

Alternatively, a blanket consent may be
given to the persons specified, allowing
the distribution of any material in any
part of the area at any time.

8.24 Sub-paragraph (3) states that the
principal litter authority ‘need not’ give
consent to the applicant if it considers
that the proposed distribution would
likely lead to defacement of the
designated land. There is no requirement
for the local authority to grant consent
to an applicant, but at the same time
the authority must be able to justify its
refusal based on the likelihood of the
distributon causing defacement of the
local environment Under sub-paragraph
(4) the principal litter authority may also

refuse consent if the applicant has been
convicted of an offence, or, has paid a
fixed penalty notice for the distributon
of free literature without consent in a
designated area, within the five years
preceding the date of the application.

8.25 Sub-paragraph (5) enables the
principal litter authority to place conditions
on the consent fit considers that these
are necessary or desirable for protecting
the designated land from defacement
or for the effective operation and
enforcement of the Schedule. The ability
to impose conditions on the consent
may be a mitigating factor where the
authority would otherwise refuse to grant
consent. For example, if the authority is
concerned that a particular distribution
is likely to cause defacement of the
designated area it may place a requirement
on the distributor to clear up any such
material which is discarded there.
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8.26 Sub-paragraph (6) enables a
principal licer au:norty to require a person
dstributna minted matter in a designated
area to prov.de written evidence of the
consent, on demand, to an authorised
officer It is therefore implicit in the
legislation that any consent granted under
the Schedule should be given in writing.

8.27 Under sub-paragraph (7) a
consent may be revoked entirely, or in
part, at any time, if the person to whom
the consent was grarred fails to comply
with the cond’:ions imposed on him or is
convicted of an offence under paragraph
1 or pays a fxed penaky under paragraph
7. Similarl under sub-paragraph (8)
any condition imposed in re!aton to
the consent may be varied or revoked at
any time by notice to that person.

8 28 As sub-paragraph (7) only refers
to the person to whom the consent was
gven, if principal litter authorities are
granting authorisation to others under
the consent the conduct of those persons
may be dealt wth as a condiion. The
person recesrng the consent would tnen
be subject to this, any breach of which
wojid render the consent revocable.

Fees
8.29 Paragraph 4 authorises principal
Itter authorites to charge a fee for
issuing a consent. The amount of this
tee is for the authority to determine but
it must not be more than is reasonable
to cover the costs of operating and
enforcing the Schedule 3A provisions
in its area. For example, this may
include: the initial survey of the area,
administration of consents, notification
procedures, and the monitoring and
enforcement of restrictions They may
not include potential clean-up costs

Appeals
8.30 The process fo appeals by any
person aggrieved by decisions in relation
to a consent is outhned in Paragraph 5.
Appeals may be made to the magistrates
court aganst a decision to refuse a
consent, to impose any limitation or
condition on a consent, or to revoke
a consent.

eizure of mateFial
8.31 Paragraph 6 deals w:h the sezure
of printed mat:er being distrbuted in a
designated area.



Litter end Refuse

If a person is found to be distributing free
Itterature in a designated area without
consent, an authorised officer of the
principal litter authority may seize all or
any of the material This may be reclaimed
by the person purporting to be its owner
on application to the magistrates court
The court must order the return of the
printed matter to the owner if it is not
required for legal proceedings brought
by the authority under this Schedule.
If the material is not reclamed. and the
authority does not know the name and
address of the person from whom it

was received, it may be dsposed of or
destroyed at the conclusion of proceedings
for an offence; at the end of the time
period in which proceedings may be
brought; or, on discontinuaton of any
proceedings that have been initiated.
In all other cases, the material must
he returned

Fixed penalty noUces
8 32 Fixed penalty notces may be issued
as an alternative to prosecuton for the
offence of d’stributng free literature
without consent under paragraph 7.

Local authorities may set the level of the
fixed penalty, or, if they choose not to
do so, a standard default amount of £75
applies. Paragraph S applies the wider
definition of ‘authorised officer to the
Schedule, so that local authorities may
make arrangements with other persons
to issue fixed penalties in addition to
their own employees.

8.33 More detailed information on
the applicaton and use of fixed penalties
is provided in the separate gutdance
available on fixed penalty notces.

Repeals
8.34 Section 4 of the London Local
Authorities Act 1 994 and sections 21 and
22 of the City of Newcastie-upon-Tyne
Act 2000 are repealed by the Clean
Neghbourhoods and Environment Act
2005. These local Acts previously allowed
for the control of free literature distrtbution
in London and Newcastle but are no
longer necessary now that similar powers
have been introduced on a national basis.

i rfl
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